Sound Advice
For high-performance soundtrack readers
look no further than the name you can trust.

DSTR-20
The Next Generation
Digital Reader

In the ongoing evolution of digital readers, this high-performance penthouse reader for Dolby® Digital soundtracks includes the key features of its predecessors but enhanced for today's ever changing technologies. Key features include:

- Extended LED life
- Lower base error rate
- Staff serviceable LED module
- Video status indicator
- Built for the quickest install
- Dolby® approved design
- Economically priced

RSTR-2000
The Standard In Analog Readers

This state-of-the-art full feature analog soundtrack reader is engineered for maximum value for Cyan and conventional soundtracks. Unprecedented features include:

- Best audio performance
- The industry's quickest install
- Staff serviceable module
- Longest LED life
- Audio signal indicators
- Readers for all US projectors plus
  - Cinemeccanica
  - Philips/Norelco
  - Bauer
  - Prevost
  - Meopta

The choice in analog and digital readers.

Visit us at Booth #1216/1218 at Showest